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For the spiritualist, the path of the zodiac forms an important course
of his theoretical and practical study. The zodiac is the limitation of man

when he is in the lowest and at the same time it is the path of his liberation
when he is on the higher plane.

  These lines are from Spiritual Astrology  by Dr. E. Krishnamacharya. Spiritual astrology deals with the
relationship between man and cosmos. It is one of the six keys to the secrets of wisdom whose centre is
the consciousness of man. Through study and continuing meditation on the human and animal forms of
the zodiac, he discovers that he is a small image of the cosmic man. He eventually realizes within him-
self all the planets, the solar system, and the cosmic plan to which he devotes his life. This wisdom re-
veals itself to the person who lives in the soul consciousness. Whoever is firmly anchored in the personal-
ity will never find the subtle dimensions.

  The Letters on Spiritual Astrology  contain thoughts from the wisdom teachings. Their purpose is to
give encouragement to explore connections and correspondences and to elevate oneself to the level of
Oneness which is found beyond the riddles of creation.

Aquarius

  THE ENERGY OF SYNTHESIS
The earth rotates like a spinning top, whose axis
slowly sways. That s why the seeming orbit of the
zodiac moves: the spring point of the equinox
shifts and goes retrograde into a new sign every
2160 years. This symbolic journey of the equinox
confers on the ages the characteristics of the re-
spective sign. In recent times we have entered
Aquarius, therefore the world events are particu-
larly coloured by the qualities of this sign. The
annual passage of the Sun through Aquarius (20
Jan. - 19 Feb.) further strengthens its effect.
The Aquarian energy reshapes the world and accel-
erates the evolution in an unimaginable degree - in
the individual, in the society as well as on the
planet as a whole. Limitations in the inner and in
the outer get dissolved, so that everything inte-
grates into one life. Thus the Energy of Synthesis
works and teaches us to accept humanity as one
kingdom and life on the planet as one unity. It
helps us to overcome the separative consciousness
and to develop a permeating awareness, which
sees in the other people brothers and sisters.
Group consciousness is an Aquarian notion, it
means that man unites with the one consciousness,
which works through the entire group and liberates
him from the cocoon of his individual life. When
we serve the fellow beings in a selfless manner, we
permeate into the ether and become channels for
the new Energies of Synthesis.

  BEND OR BREAK
Humanity has split up through systems and con-
cepts, in the name of law and truth groups and
people fight against each other. Therefore synthe-
sis is the need of the hour. Those who tune up to
the Synthesis of Life, stop clinging to concepts and
realise the One within and without all forms, all
names, all places and all times. Those who are not
ready or who resist, are put through the painful
process of breaking, for bend or break  is the
keynote of the Aquarian energy.
Uranus, the ruler of the sign, reigns over electricity
and the flash of intuition. It causes sudden changes
and an expansion in the conceptions of the people.
Since Uranus now is in Aquarius (1996-2003), we
receive a fresh dose of this energy. Those who tune
up to the energy and invoke it regularly, become
symbolically radio-active . Uranium is the metal
of Aquarius. When the permeating light radiates
into the heart lotus, it develops quickly, and the
spiritual evolution is accelerated. Only benevo-
lent, all-embracing synthesis can give impetus to
the new progress of consciousness.  (Supermun-
dane I, § 96)

  CLEARING THE WAY
For the ordinary man the behaviour of the Aquarian
type is incomprehensible, obscure, even crazy. He
tends to break conventions and to look for new
solutions for social, economic, political or religious
problems. But existing set-ups should not be bro-



ken, before allowing time to them to bend, for
otherwise chaos and confusion arise. But every-
thing that has indurated and restricts - regional,
national, religious, racial and even personal con-
victions - is shaken by the Aquarian energy. In the
20th century we have seen how on a large scale
previous restrictions got destroyed and room was
made for something new - through the two world
wars, through scientific developments and pro-
gresses, through the global networking by airplane,
television, internet, and world economy. Those
who selfishly cling to possessions, money or power,
bar the way of the flow. But Aquarius ensures the
circulation of life energy, gently or rudely he
clears the way.

  GAP AND BRIDGE
In the body the calves are assigned to him, on the
upward path however he is located in the centre of
the upper part of the forehead. When in medita-
tion the consciousness expands into the presence
of the I AM -awareness, it experiences a state
beyond sound, colour, form, idea and thought. This
cannot be comprehended, because there is no
mind there. Like an electric signal the pure experi-
ence takes place. It is like the increase of voltage
of electric current in a lit bulb and it makes radi-
ate a luminous tissue, a light bridge between the
pineal and pituitary glands, whereby the demarca-
tion line between the subjective and objective
world disappears. In the mark of Aquarius two lines
move parallel to each other like two flashes of
lightning (h). They reveal the energy existing in
the interstice and also forming the background of

the lines: It permeates all, but at the same time it
is not perceptible.
The colouring of Aquarius is said to be the gap
between two colours, a shade between dark blue
and violet, which seems to be colourless for the
untrained person. The symbol of the sign is a man
carrying a water jar. The vessel is open on either
side. On one side the pure waters of life pour
down, we however don t see what happens on the
other side of the opening. We can see the waters
as soon as they manifest, but we don t recognise
the source.
Aquarius is the bridge between matter and spirit.
Between one plane of existence and another there
is a gap, which we cannot recognise as long as we
have not reached the Aquarian consciousness. It
cannot be explained, but can only be experienced.
If we conceptualise it, it is already concrete and
dead.
Aquarius is the third airy sign of the zodiac after
Gemini and Libra. It represents the principle of
spiritual air. Air is matter, but a subtle matter,
into which man begins to ascend. This means that
he refines his etheric body and enters into the
secrets of space and its invisible intelligences.
Thus the time comes again for a full development
of the finer sciences and in humanity the mysteries
of the ancients emerge anew.
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